TESLA 4000 Redundancy
This app note will cover selected topics on network redundancy and how they are
implemented in the TESLA 4000 Recorder.

What is network redundancy?
The principle of network redundancy is to create two or more data paths within a network so
that a single point of failure will not disrupt network communication.
The TESLA 4000 is capable of redundancy with the following protocols. Please be aware that
in order to use one of the following protocols, the unit will have to be configured at the factory.






RSTP (Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol; IEEE 802.1w) is for networks with multiple
paths from source to target (like a mesh). RSTP uses hardware with algorithms to
prevent network packets from being passed within the redundant paths and to use the
quickest path from source to target.
PRP (Parallel Redundancy Protocol; IEC 62439-3 Claus 4). Specifies that each device
is connected in parallel to two independent networks, where these separate paths are
used simultaneously with the same data. The first data to arrive will be used and the
second data (copy) will be discarded.
HSR (High availability Seamless Redundancy; IEC 62439-3 Clause 5) shares the
same principle with PRP. In HSR all devices are connected in one network in a ring
topology, with messages sent simultaneously in both directions

Redundant TESLA 4000 connections and configuration
The redundant TESLA 4000 will have a different configuration than the regular TESLA 4000
model with two network cards with different MAC addresses.

Figure 1. TESLA 4000 back view diagram with redundant ports.

Figure 2. Close-up view of a TESLA 4000 with redundant network ports (rear communication ports).

Figure 2 shows the network configuration for the redundant ports on the TESLA 4000 as
follows:


The redundant ports are 401 (A or B) and 411 (A or B) on the same subnet as front
port 401






401A and 411A support LC type optical receptacle SFP,100BASE-FX Ethernet
interfaces
401B and 411B support RJ-45 receptacles (permanent factory installed), 100BASE-T
Ethernet interfaces.
402 is a non-redundant port with LC type optical receptacle SFP, 100BASE-FX
Ethernet interface
Port 410 is not used and is on the same subnet as port 402

As shown in Figure 2, ports 401A/411A are the optical redundant ports and ports 401B/411B
are the copper redundant ports.
Port configuration is read at unit power up – changing port configuration while powered up is
not supported.
The following rules must be taken into account whenever the user is trying to connect to the
redundant ports on the TESLA 4000:
1) If the unit powers up with an optical module in the 401A position, port 401A is enabled
and port 401B is disabled/ignored.
2) If the unit powers up WITHOUT an optical module installed in the 401A position, then
401B is enabled/active.
3) If the unit powers up with an optical module in the 411A position, port 411A is enabled
and port 411B is disabled/ignored.
4) If the unit powers up WITHOUT an optical module installed in the 411A position, then
411B is enabled/active.
5) Port 401 and 411 copper/optical selection is independent.
6) Connecting cables to any port will not guaranty redundancy. The following are the port
combinations to ensure proper operation of the redundancy functionality of the TESLA
4000. Connect cables to ports 401* and 411* as follows:
a. 401A and 411A
b. 401A and 411B
c. 401B and 411A
d. 401B and 411B
Any other port combination will cause an incorrect operation and redundancy will not be
achieved as expected.

IP Addresses
There will be 3 IPs associated with a TESLA having a redundancy board:



1 IP address for redundant ports 401A/411A401B/411B
1 IP address for port 402



1 IP for the internal board that implements the redundancy. This IP address is not
usually changed.

Ordering a TESLA 4000 with the redundancy option described in this document will imply
additional changes in the TESLA rear panel as follows:
1) The rear RS232 communication port is not available / not installed. This is normally port
405 on a standard TESLA 4000 unit.
2) The IRIG connector is not BNC. It is a 2 wire connector. See Figure 3, below.

Figure 3. IRIG-B and SCADA RS-232 ports.
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